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The high-quality Ledagio designer lights are much more than simply 
outstanding lighting: The unique combination of lighting and sculpture 
turns light into a sensual experience and creates a stylish and classy 
ambience in any location.

Using the wireless Ledagio light sculptures, you can put a decorative 
touch to your living rooms, outdoor spaces or prestigious offices. And 
you can express your sense of esthetics – in your own special way.

Whether as a fascinating eye-catcher in a modern interior or as a 
stylish contrast in a classic atmosphere, the lighting sculptures from 
Ledagio have a unique impact: They attract attention and turn light 
into a topic of conversation.
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ATTRACTIVE: Sophisticated light objects
Whether on the floor, on the table, on the terrace or out in the 
garden: Ledagio light objects provoke a unique ambiance.

INDIVIDUAL: Numerous design models
The suitable light object for all tastes: All models and sizes impress 
with distinct and classy esthetics.

HIGH-QUALITY: Handmade in Switzerland
First-class materials, specific workmanship: Each Ledagio light  
object is a Swiss top quality product.

VERSATILE: Individual spectral colors and intensity
The spectral color of light can be selected and dimmed user- 
defined – according to client’s disposition.

EFFICIENT: Convenient remote control
Conveniently set all functions per remote control.

PORTABLE: Wireless technology
The light sculpture does not need permanent electrical connection.  
It therefore can be placed wherever needed – indoors or outdoors.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE: State-of-the-art technology
Recharged overnight, the powerful battery stands for a wireless 
illumination lasting many long evenings.
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Ledagio R Ledagio T uno

Ledagio T due

Ledagio C 80

Ledagio C 60

Ledagio C 40

Ledagio P 120

Ledagio P 65

Ledagio R
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We would be happy to provide detailed advice and personally present you 
the various design types along with the field of application. 

www.ledagio.ch

Your Ledagio partner:


